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SEMINAR 1

Business growth for agency CEOs

Engaging with the C-Suite
with Philip Lancaster, Board Advisor to
companies large and small, former Global
Business Director / Team Leader, WPP, UK
Date
Time

Wed 10th March 2021
14:00 - 16:00 GMT

Philip will provide a personal reflection on the theme of how to engage with C Suite
clients, providing insight into how to develop longstanding relationships with senior
client management that elevates agency partners into key business advisors. He will
also share the methods and specific action plans that he employed to manage global
relations at the highest level across many years with the ultimate deliverable being
topline growth for both the client and the agency.
The need for such methodology and continuous engagement is urgent. The definition
of “C Suite” is shape shifting and changing focus and the ability of agency
management to find a place at the top table of a client business is receding. Fast. And
competitors are aggressive, compelling and coming from some unlikely (and likely)
places.
About Philip
Philip has spent his career working in some of the most accomplished agency
networks and holding companies. He has also had the privilege of leading multiple
global client businesses including Jaguar Land Rover, ReckittBenckiser, Kellogg’s and
Bayer, amongst many.
Philip most recently held the role of a WPP Team Leader for Bayer and was a J Walter
Thompson Global Business Director. He has held multiple senior management roles &
responsibilities within these organisations and also worked for the Bates Group, the
Lowe Group and Grey.
Now performing the role of CEO at the Parkwood Consultancy, Philip is a Board
Advisor to clients in the entertainment, healthcare & wellness, financial services and
insurance industries. He provides the same experience to agencies based in the US,
Germany and Scotland, is a Non-Executive Director of a start up in the baby products
sector and is a mentor of senior managers within agencies and client organisations.

SEMINAR 3

Business growth for agency CEOs

Your Agency’s Customer Experience: a
Modern Model for Growth
Robin Bonn, Agency Growth Specialist, Marketing
Week Columnist and Founder, Co:definery, UK
Date
Time

Wed 7th April 2021
14:00 - 16:00 GMT

As the pace of change increases within client organisations, so does the opportunity
for agencies to adapt and prosper. But what should you change? In which order? And
what does evolving from good to great really look like?
Exploring the five core pillars of agency customer experience, in this seminar we will
workshop how to define and quickly action the most impactful changes.
Combining structured learnings and practical, peer-to-peer discussion, attendee
takeaways will include:
A holistic, customer experience-driven model for agency optimisation - covering
strategy and standout, leadership, operations, marketing and sales
Deeper understanding of the highest priority drivers of differentiation and profit
Change management learnings from peers and other agencies
About Robin
Robin Bonn is the founder of Co:definery, a specialist management consultancy for
agencies. He advises CEOs and Founders on improving standout, conversion and
profit by getting beyond dated ‘best practice’ and adopting a more modern approach
to growth.
A columnist on client / agency dynamics for Marketing Week, he’s spent 20 years in
growth roles, from start-ups to global networks, as well as independents getting
ready to sell. His agency career ranged from creative, media and CRM, to content,
technology and consulting, where he led winning pitches for the likes of Skype,
Eurostar, Spotify, P&G, Microsoft, Facebook and Ford, to name a few.
He’s a former member of the IPA’s New Business Group and Direct Marketing
Association’s Agencies’ Council. He’s also a mentor – or ‘man-bassador’ – for SheSays,
an organisation helping women rise to the top of the creative industries.

SEMINAR 4

Business growth for agency CEOs

The CEO’s new secret weapon to engage
prospective clients
Russell Goldsmith, Founder, Audere
Communications, UK
Date
Time

Wed 21st April 2021
14:00 - 16:00 GMT

There is no doubt that podcasting is in the ascendancy, and as an agency, you may
already be producing a series of you own, are at the early stages of planning one, or
perhaps haven’t even considered it.
Either way, we hope this session with get you to look at B2B podcasting in a different
light.
Some agencies may launch a podcast to raise the profile of their Founder, CEO or the
wider team, support a client's PR campaign, or bring a report, white paper or ebook
to life. But crucially, it can also directly add to your bottom line.
Russell talks from experience. It’s how he has won global clients of his own, and how
he effectively works for agency clients and brands too.
This session will look at measuring the success of your podcast, not from how many
plays or subscribers you have, or whether you get listed on Apple’s podcast chart, but
instead, by the relationships you build at c-level from companies you want to engage
with and the new business you generate by using podcasting as an effective accountbased marketing tool.
About Russell
Russell Goldsmith is Founder of content marketing agency Audere Communications.
A key part of Audere’s focus is on producing high-quality, targeted podcasts for B2B
communications.
Russell also presents the award winning csuite podcast where he has recorded over
120 episodes, capturing conversations with an incredibly broad range of industry
leaders and thinkers. His current clients include SAP, Novartis, Octopus Energy and
crop protection business Adama Agricultural Solutions, who he won Gold with for
Best Use of Audio at the 2019 Communicate Corporate Content Awards. His work for
KPMG’s Business of Brexit series won Best Use of Audio in the 2020 PRCA Digital
Awards. He also works with marketing agencies such as FutureBrand and Tyto,
producing their podcasts, whilst aligning them with high profile guests who they want
to engage with.

SEMINAR 5

Business growth for agency CEOs

Playing to your Strengths: a New Approach to
Creating a New Business Plan
Jody Sutter, Owner, The Sutter Company and
former Business Development Director at Havas
media, OMD and RG/A, USA
Date
Time

Wed 5th May 2021
14:00 - 16:00 GMT

Have you spent your career avoiding business development because you simply
found the whole thing too foreign, overwhelming, or downright unappealing?
And yet, generating enough revenue from the right kinds of clients is your top
responsibility as an agency leader.
You want control over your agency’s destiny. How do you find an approach to
business development that works for you?
The answer lies in playing to your strengths. In this webinar, you’ll discover how to
land on a new business strategy based on stuff you’re already good at. Because when
you play to your strengths, you're more likely to be successful (and maybe even enjoy
yourself).
Key take-aways:
How to recognize—and overcome—the mindset that keeps agency leaders stuck in
unproductive patterns
The four new business archetypes—what they are, and which ones fits you and
your team best
What a well-rounded business development program looks like for your firm
What a one, two and three-year plan for growth might look like for your firm
About Jody
Jody Sutter is the owner of The Sutter Company, a new business consultancy that
advises small agencies on organizing and operationalizing their growth strategy.
She started The Sutter Company after more than two decades of running business
development teams for agencies, large and small and spanning a diverse list of
disciplines. They’ve included R/GA, Havas Media, as well as small independent shops
like The VIA Agency and design firm The Carbone Smolan Agency.
She frequently speaks at leading industry events around the world such as INBOUND,
the ICA’s Agency Transformation Summit in Toronto, The Drum’s Pitch Perfect new
business conference in London, and is a featured instructor in the 4As Learning &
Development program.

